Safety, Simplicity & Savings
with Mojo Cloud WiFi
Students, Teachers and WiFi: The Foundations of a
Modern Classroom

At Mojo Networks, we are
dedicated to bringing unparalleled
simplicity to K-12 WiFi. We do this
with highly intelligent access points
capable of automatic provisioning,
configuration powered by an
expansive cloud platform, and an
array of easy-to-use smartphone
apps. We have a heightened focus
on safety, with industry-leading
wireless monitoring and threat
prevention that empowers you to
protect student and teacher
connections and keep the bad
guys off your network.

Primary and secondary education (commonly referred to
as K-12) is in the midst of an exciting technological
revolution. In the wake of initiatives like 1:1 computing and
flipped classroom methodology, there is a profound
focus on giving educational institutions access to the
technological tools necessary to succeed. These tools
are critical to not only prepare students for their own
personal futures, but to meet the challenges of working
within and teaching to a 21st century world. And at the
root of all this is WiFi – laying the foundation for the
devices and systems of modern digital learning
initiatives.
You Do the Math: Controller-Free + Cloud = The Best
Platform for K-12
Back in the day, controllers made a lot of sense
compared to individually managed access points. But
now their heavy hardware approach has made growth
difficult and upgrades costly. The good news is, today’s
stronger chipsets and faster processors mean access
points can take on the control plane once again, making
controllers truly a thing of the past. No controllers means
less hardware in your schools and data centers, which
also means less time needed to manage and maintain,
and ultimately less to buy. Math is fun, right?
The Mojo cloud brings massive scalability to our
controller-free architecture. When only the management
plane needs to pass from the edge to the cloud,
deployment, growth, and management can run via
automatic processes. Simplified templates define
thousands of access points at once and completely
remove the need for heavy on-premise appliances. The
cloud also brings efficiencies that translate to direct
savings to our customers.

You Bring the 3 R’s to the Classroom – Mojo Brings the 3 S’s
Safety
There is nothing more important than protecting
students, and that sometimes means protecting them
from themselves! You have to watch out for hackers who
want to gain access to your network, but keeping
tech-savvy students from bypassing your controls can be
just as time-consuming. So whether it’s an active hacker
trying to mess with clients or students and teachers
connecting school-issued devices to their own personal
hotspots, Mojo will see it immediately and stop it
automatically.
24/7 wireless monitoring maintains a real-time list of
active wireless networks and clients.
Proprietary techniques ensure accurate classifications
and allow for automatic quarantine of wireless threats.
Keep students and teachers from connecting to
personal hotspots or plugging personal access points
into your network.
Simplicity
When you walk into a classroom and want to turn on the
light, do you spend hours trying to make that happen? Of
course not! Complex network designs, heavy
controller-based deployments, and costly installation and
maintenance have made WiFi a time-consuming
endeavor. We aim to make WiFi configuration and
deployment as easy as flipping on a light switch.
Network configuration is streamlined and can even be
accomplished with a few clicks on a smartphone.
Mojo access points reach out to the cloud once they
hit the network, downloading policies automatically.
Minutes later your networks are up and running.

Savings
It’s no secret that K-12 institutions work with razor-thin
budgets. Controller-based WiFi solutions have
traditionally kept costs unnecessarily high due to
complex licensing and extra hardware and hosting
requirements. That’s why we work hard to make sure our
cloud-managed WiFi is easy to understand, affordable,
and eligible for E-Rate funding without compromising
enterprise functionality.
Access points and a cloud subscription is all you need;
offered in both bundled and unbundled forms to give you
options.
Licensing is simple to keep the E-Rate application
process smooth and predictable.
WiFi for less than $.40 per student per month*.
*Speak to your Mojo Sales Rep for more specific
pricing details.
Mojo and E-Rate
The E-Rate Modernization Second Order (or E-Rate 2.0
for short) was published in December 2014 and aimed to
revamp the program with an emphasis on “closing the
WiFi gap” and making the funding allocation fairer so
more schools have access. This is accomplished by
allocating over $2 billion to Category 2 services - and the
purchase of WiFi is central to Category 2 services.
What does this all mean?
Mojo cloud managed WiFi is as easy to purchase as it is
to deploy. We bundle our platform to include an 802.11ac
access point (choose from indoor and outdoor models)
with your cloud subscription and support.

The Mojo cloud handles 95% of the work, keeping
overhead low so you can focus on other priority IT
projects.

Demo

Contact us:

Want to learn more? Of course you do! An intimate demo is the
best way to learn about Mojo and what we can do to bring you
the best wireless platform that meets your digital learning
initiatives.
Visit our website www.mojonetworks.com
or give us a call at 877.930.6394

877.930.6394
k12@mojonetworks.com
www.mojonetworks.com

Evaluation
After we show you what Mojo is all about, we want you to see it
for yourself. Be sure to ask your rep about our no obligation
30-day trial.

You can also contact your local reseller to learn more about
what Mojo can do for you.

